����Should organizations employ hackers? Implications drawn from the book Hacking of America� by Bernadette Schell and John Dodge with Steve Moutsatsos�
�
This DefCon10 presentation, while drawing from the study, will discuss the implications of employing hackers in the work place. The book Hacking of America (Greenwood, 2002)� reports on the Laurentian University study of the hacker community and in particular the conference participants of DefCon8 and H2K.  The study data was collected though a 20 page self-repor�t questionnaire completed by hackers at these conference.  It was also supplemented by selected in-depth interviews.  John Dodge is a Full Professor of E-Business at Laurentian University, Canada, Bernadette Schell is the Dean of Business Information Tech�nology at the University Of Ontario Institute Of Technology (UOIT), Canada and Steve Moutsatsos is a partner with the law firm Weaver Simmons.�
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